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PGCE Introductory handbook, purpose and aims 

The handbook is intended to support the first weeks of placement in the run-up to the block. The activities it contains are suggestions. You 

should try to plan to complete all suggested activities and plan for this with your school-based mentor. The Handbook should be read in 

conjunction with The Introductory Placement Guidelines and the Primary ITE Placement Handbook. Trainees should also try to become familiar 

with the Core Content Framework since this establishes a broader context for your development in school. There are references to the Teachers’ 

Standards in the handbook, but it should be remembered that these are for information only. You are not assessed against the Standards until 

your final placement.  

ITT Core Content Framework 

Throughout this handbook the suggested activities are cross-referenced against the relevant ‘Learn how to’ sections of the Core Content 

Framework. Trainees should endeavour to ensure they understand how the activity is supported within the section which is referred to.  It is not 

the case that the activities suggested are assessed in any way and you are not required to account for what you have done. It is likely that the 

completion of the suggested activities will enable deeper reflection on the craft of teaching and pedagogy. In many cases the activities will 

provide much material upon which to reflect in your eRPD Weekly Meetings and which can act as a basis for the professional discussions you 

have regularly with your mentor and with your UBM.  

The CCF sections are the following: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
High Expectations How pupils learn Subject and 

curriculum 
Classroom 
Practice 

Adaptive teaching Assessment Managing 
Behaviour 

Professional 
behaviours 

 

Please follow the link below to the CCF 

ITT Core Content Framework (publishing.service.gov.uk) 

Pre-Placement Learning Summary 

Please ensure you make your mentor aware of the pre-placement learning summary which can be found on ITE Documents Centre.  
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 Introductory school activities 

a) Before you start at your base school:  
 

➢ Find out as much as you can about your school from its website and Ofsted report.  
➢ Remember to always work professionally and collaboratively with school colleagues; this will also involve listening to, critically 

evaluating and then implementing any advice given 
➢ Throughout the Introductory Days remember to take plan opportunities to observe lessons across the curriculum, maintaining 

your focus on English, Maths, Phonics, Science and P.E. (put these in your file section 7) 
➢ As soon as the opportunity arises, and you feel ready you need to be working with small groups in English, Maths, Phonics, 

Science and P.E. 
 
You should make every effort to complete the activities in the booklet.  The structured observation and story-telling 
activities require you to record evidence in your eRPD. 
 

b) Base School Activities: preliminary week 
*Some activities may not be possible until after the preliminary week but all should be completed before end of the placement. 

Summary of activity Exemplification CCF LINKS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Undertake a tour of the school. 
Complete induction by SLT: 
protocol e.g. dress code and 
responsibilities: e.g. First Aid, 
routines, punctuality, 
photocopying, resources, ICT, 
TAs, Admin staff.  

➢ Introduce yourself to the Head Teacher and 
Mentor (SBM).  

➢ Share DBS number. 
➢ Give contact information to school- based 

mentor(s) and complete school contact 
information. 

➢ Staff induction.  

       X 

Study Safeguarding policy and 
know the procedures. 

➢ Make sure you are familiar with Safeguarding 
Policy and know the School’s procedures 
following guidance on your eRPD. 

➢ Add Safeguarding document to eRPD 
➢ Become familiar with the Acceptable Use of 

ICT Policy.   
➢ Add a Weekly Meeting (unscheduled weekly 

record) to your eRPD. 
 

   x    x 
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Gain general background 
information about the School. 

 
➢ Have access to and read key school policies: 

subjects, behaviour, homework, marking, 
equal opportunities, SEND, EAL, display, 
partnership with parents etc. 

➢ School’s most recent Ofsted is a good source 
of background information 
https://reports.beta.ofsted.gov.uk/?authorizatio
n=tZr5bAM5%20%202.0%&utm_expid=.gyYp
9QX6SaG8wthFEXT0Ew.1&utm_referrer= 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 x x x x x x  

Begin to know about the class, 
learn names, groupings, 
provision for individual needs. 

➢ Know the names and roles of the teaching 
staff and support staff. 

➢ Is the school’s intake from a varied social and 
economic background? 

➢ Do the children live locally to the school or 
travel some distance? 

➢ How many children are on roll? 
➢ How many classes are there and how are 

these organised? – Mixed / single ages, class 
groups or setting for core subjects? 

 x   X   x 

If possible, try to arrange an 
observation in Preliminary Week 
1 or 2 with your mentor where 
you observe an experienced 
teacher. This could be part of a 
lesson or activity where you will 
be focussing on specific aspects 
of how they manage their class. 

➢ Before the lesson starts find out as much as 
possible about the context (subject focus, 
characteristics of the class, objectives for the 
part of the lesson you are going to observe 
etc) so you can make the most of the 
opportunity. It is unlikely the teacher you 
observe will have planned in the way you will 
be expected to so don’t ask for a copy of their 
planning.  

➢ Ask your SBM questions during the lesson 
when you need to and make brief notes.   

 x x x   x X 

Collect class timetable and note 
significant events for the term. 

➢ Make sure all significant dates are noted.  
➢ Develop your own time management system, 

such as using an academic diary. 

 
 
 
 
 

      X 

https://reports.beta.ofsted.gov.uk/?authorization=tZr5bAM5%20%202.0%25&utm_expid=.gyYp9QX6SaG8wthFEXT0Ew.1&utm_referrer
https://reports.beta.ofsted.gov.uk/?authorization=tZr5bAM5%20%202.0%25&utm_expid=.gyYp9QX6SaG8wthFEXT0Ew.1&utm_referrer
https://reports.beta.ofsted.gov.uk/?authorization=tZr5bAM5%20%202.0%25&utm_expid=.gyYp9QX6SaG8wthFEXT0Ew.1&utm_referrer
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

 
Collect information on class 
routines and class 
management. 

➢ Find out the school’s expectations for arriving 
at school; ensure you are at school at least 
half an hour before the children arrive. 
Similarly, you should follow school 
expectations about time spent in school at the 
end of the day. 

  
 
 

      x 

Discuss teacher’s role and know 
the names and routines for 
TAs/OAs (other adults) and their 
level of responsibility. Create 
timetable for TAs/OAs using ICT 
(for your own use).  

➢ How does the teacher organise other adults 
and ensure they have the daily information 
about how they support children’s learning? 

➢ How does the teacher deploy other adults 
during whole class teaching sessions? 

➢ In early years settings how do adults become 
involved when children are learning through 
play? 

Consider: 
➢ What are the specific roles of adults within the 

timetable? 
➢ For how much time are they available each 

day/week? 

       x 

Proactively model attitudes, 
values and behaviour expected 
of pupils.  
Establish effective relationships 
with the pupils; know the names 
and interests of the children. 

➢ Be professional at all times and model 
attitudes expected from children.  

➢ Be careful to maintain a professional distance 
with the children, be friendly but set clear 
professional boundaries, you must present 
yourself as a teacher from the start. 

      x x 
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Develop and maintain 
appropriate classroom presence 
drawing on observations of 
teaching staff. 

➢ Observe the teacher, notice the teacher’s use 
of body language and non-verbal 
communication, gesture, posture, look and 
movement around the class 

➢ Discuss behaviour management strategies 
with your school-based mentor. 

 
Consider: 
➢ How do teachers establish their authority? 

(Physically, emotionally, spatially) 
 
 
➢ How do teachers’ use their voice to help 

maintain interest and children’s attention? 
(Listen carefully for how they vary tone, pace, 
volume, use of silence). 

➢ What is the impact of body language, 
presence and voice on children’s experiences 
in the classroom? 

➢ How is a safe, supportive and positive school 
environment developed? 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

x x 
 

You should plan a short story-
telling session (or similar) with 
the agreement of your SBM. 
This session, which should last 
no more than about 20 minutes, 
is the first opportunity they have 
to observe your management of 
and interaction with your class.  

➢ Think carefully about what you are going to 
prepare so you can ensure it is age-
appropriate. You must talk to your class 
teacher about this activity in advance.  

➢ Do not sit in front of the class with a script 
(other than a story book). Try to avoid using a 
Big Book. You can have interesting artefacts 
which could help introduce your story, 
especially in EYFS. 

➢ Try to ensure you maintain maximum eye 
contact throughout. 

➢ Have a strategy for managing their questions 
(which in EYFS are likely to be completely 
unrelated to your story) 

➢ Enjoy it    

x x x x x    
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Become familiar with general 
expectations for the class 

Observation: 
➢ How do teachers keep an orderly classroom 

and behave towards their students? 
➢ What behaviours do you see to keep children 

on task or when there are lapses in 
behaviour? 

        

Recognise where your class is 
working in relation to English, 
Mathematics, Science and 
Computing areas of NC and all 
EYFS documents. 

➢ Study the content of the National Curriculum 
2014. 

➢ Highlight ‘year-end expectations’ in 2014 
curriculum. 

➢ OR highlight ‘development matters’ section. 
➢ View the current National Curriculum:  

➢ https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/n

ational-curriculum-in-england-primary-

curriculum 

➢ https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/e
arly-years-foundation-stage-framework--2 

 

  x  x    

Become familiar with HM 
Government behaviour policy 
guidance for schools: 
 

➢ Read behaviour policy guidance available @ 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/b
ehaviour-and-discipline-in-schools  

      x  

 
 

Implement the school policy for 
behaviour in group work e.g. 
use of specific praise and 
sanctions. 

➢ Praise good behaviour verbally in group work 
for e.g. sharing/ co-operation/ waiting turn/ 
being polite/ praising each other/ helping each 
other in accordance with school aims/class 
rules. 

➢ Familiarise yourself with content on the 
Behaviour 4 Learning website (archived): 

➢ http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/201
01021152907/http:/www.behaviour4learning.a
c.uk 

x x  x  x   

Begin to understand how 
learning objectives and success 
criteria and linked and how 

➢ Talk to your SBM about how the objective is 
kept focused and specific and how it links to 
the activities the children undertake during the 
lesson. 

x x    x   

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-primary-curriculum
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-primary-curriculum
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-primary-curriculum
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-framework--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20101021152907/http:/www.behaviour4learning.ac.uk
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20101021152907/http:/www.behaviour4learning.ac.uk
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20101021152907/http:/www.behaviour4learning.ac.uk
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these are used with the children 
to support progress. 

➢ Consider how success criteria are used to 
assess pupil progress throughout the lesson 
(e.g. self-assess, peer-assess, plenary, 
marking and feedback, etc) 

Discuss with the teacher the 
school’s approach to using 
NC/EYFS and other documents 
for planning English, 
Mathematics and Science. 
 
 

➢ Talk to your school-based mentor about long, 
medium- and short-term planning, in core 
subjects.  

➢ Read medium term planning for core subjects 
and a non-core subject. 

➢ Look at continuous provision planning / 
enhanced provision planning for teacher led 
and child-initiated activities.  

x  x     x 

 
Playground duty shadowing a 
teacher. 

➢ If your school-based mentor is not doing 
playground duty whilst you are in school, 
shadow another teacher each time they do a 
duty. 

       x 

Study the displays you see 
around school and consider the 
learning areas in the classroom 
to support you in the 
development of your own 
display. 

Consider: 
➢ Displays and areas of the indoor and outdoor 

classroom. 
➢ What are the main areas e.g., continuous 

provision for EYFS, role play, book corners etc 
➢ How do the displays support learning? 

       x 

Observe the teacher teaching 
phonics, guided reading, and 
handwriting practice in English, 
or in FS1 observe the teaching 
of phonological awareness 
Study the handwriting policy and 
practise handwriting on the IWB. 

➢ Become familiar with the phonics scheme 
used in your school. Use phonics scheme 
evaluation sheet in Phonics Booklet (and file it 
in Phonics Booklet).    

➢ Model appropriate handwriting whenever 
writing anything for children 

  x      

Observe then lead warm-up/ 
cool down in P.E. 

➢ Observe a P.E. lesson and then lead the 
warmup and cool down from the teacher’s 
planning the following lesson. 

 x x      

Note Health and Safety issues 
in PE and Science and how 
these are addressed. 

➢ Observe P.E. routines e.g., changing, routes 
to hall or field, jewellery, behaviour for 
learning, use of apparatus. 

➢ Observe safety routines and safety in science. 

  x      
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In English, Mathematics, 
Science lessons note teacher’s 
use of questioning, modelling, 
scaffolding and dialogue. 

➢ Gather information on how the teacher 
questions the children and how this informs 
the lesson.   

➢ Observe children when involved in 
independent tasks or structured play. 

➢ Observe science and maths, make notes on 
the subject specific dialogue, and dialogic 
strategies 

 x x     x 

Talk to the teacher about pupil 
groupings and how children are 
organised in different lessons. 

➢ Talk to the teacher how the children are given 
targets to make sure they make progress, in 
each grouping. 

x    x x   

Work with a group of children in 
English and Mathematics from 
the teacher’s planning. Mark the 
children’s work using the 
School’s Marking Policy. 

➢ Talk to the teacher about the session, and 
how the books are to be marked and the 
expectations of setting children targets for 
future learning. 

x     x   

Plan and teach a small group in 
maths and English, creating 
your own plan. 

➢ Using an appropriate planning format, plan a 
small group session linked to the main lesson 
objective. 

➢ Include key questions, resources and 
vocabulary. 

  x  x x   

Teach a starter for a maths and 
English lesson. 

➢ From your teacher’s planning, deliver the 
starter to the whole class in maths and 
English. 

x x x x x x x  

Consider how the teacher 
makes learning accessible for 
all children through variation in 
each lesson. 

➢ Keep relevant reflections for your professional 
development. 

       x 

Attend staff meetings or INSET 
and shadow teacher at parents´ 
evenings 

 

➢ Take all opportunities to learn about the wider 
role of the teacher. 

➢ Where staff meetings occur in the school 
day it is usually expected that you attend 
or remain on school premises until after 
the meeting.  

       x 

Begin to take responsibility for 
whole class activities e.g. 
leading the children in from 

➢ Demonstrate a confident presence in leading 
whole class activities. 

x      x x 
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playground, taking the register, 
meeting and greeting, reading a 
story. 

Find out about MFL in your 
school. Which language is 
studied? Do teachers follow a 
scheme or does a specialist 
teacher deliver the curriculum. It 
is only compulsory in KS2, but 
does your school include 
language earlier? How much 
time `per week does each class 
get? 

➢ Keep the information in your file section vii.    x     x 
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